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The work in this thesis proposes a defect analysis system, which automatically aligns a 
digitized copy of a printed output to a reference electronic original and highlights image 
defects. We focus on a class of image defects or artifacts caused by shortfalls in the 
mechanical or electro-photographic processes that include spots, deletions and debris 
missing deletions. The algorithm begins with image registration performed using a log-
polar transformation and mutual information techniques. A confidence map is then 
calculated by comparing the contrast and entropy in the neighborhood of each pixel in 
both the printed document and corresponding electronic original. This results in a 
qualitative difference map of the two images highlighting the detected defects.  
 
The algorithm was demonstrated successfully on a collection of 99 printed images based 
on 11 original electronic images and test patterns printed on 9 different faulty printers 
provided by Xerox Corporation. The proposed algorithm is effective in aligning digitized 
printed output irrespective of translation, rotation and scale variations, and identifying 
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Digital printing is a modern print technology that produces a continuous data stream, 
where different images can be printed on each successive page. In recent years, there has 
been significant technological advancement in print industry resulting in improved speed, 
cost, image quality, and consistency of printers. Among these attributes, print quality 
plays a major role is competitive benchmarking, customer decision and productivity. But, 
it is still evaluated visually, due to the unavailability of fully automatic Quality 
Assessment (QA) systems. The current marketplace demands the best image quality at 
competitive costs with minimum downtime. Hence, the ability for print engine vendors to 
reliably achieve the highest level of image quality will ensure them a leadership role in 
the printing industry.  
Print defects represent undesirable information on an image copy produced by a 
printer. Even though print engines are thoroughly tested during the manufacturing 
process, occurrences of defects remain inevitable due to wear and tear of hardware as 
well as the volume and diversity of the printing material. Some of the most common 
structural artifacts are spots, deletions, mottle, Debris-Centered Deletion (DCD) and 
debris missing DCD’s as seen in electro-photographic (EP) engines [1]. ISO-13660 [2] is 
the first international standard to incorporate a wide range of print quality attributes. ISO 
13660 and ISO 19751 [3, 4] define standards and measurement procedures for some basic 
print quality attributes and artifacts such as streaks, banding, mottle, color rendition, text 
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and line quality, and gloss. Applications and limitations of the ISO-13660 are discussed 
in [5, 6, 7, and 8]. Every printing technology has different print quality characteristics [9] 
and different print artifacts.  
Current printing environments utilize trained Quality Assurance Personnel (QAP) to 
visually inspect a subset of the output documents in order to ensure that customer 
hardcopies are free of defects tends to hinder the efficient flow of business in print shops 
for instance. QAP are trained to spot defects and render an initial classification. This 
process is generally prone to errors, time consuming, inherently variable and often 
subjective [10]. To minimize these problems, an automated defect analysis system is 
essential for QA. Such a system will help QAP to quickly and objectively locate and 
classify defects with the aid of a scanner and thereby select the proper diagnostic 
procedure in an automated fashion to render a corrective action as swiftly as possible. 
Automation increases throughput by minimizing downtime and need for QAP 
intervention. In addition, the system should be user friendly and designed for commercial 
use producing accurate results. Such an automated QA system would prove invaluable 
for testing, calibrating, benchmarking, monitoring applications and optimizing service 
intervals. The traditional visual QA is too dependent on an observer’s subjective 
decisions which may have a significant psychological component as well as their ability 
to identify certain defects which is a function of their inherent visual acuity and the 
ambient environmental conditions [9]. 
A number of automated QA systems have been proposed and are categorized into 
either reference QA systems, where a printed output is compared to a reference image to 
analyze image quality or blind QA systems, where the quality of an image is analyzed 
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without a reference image [11]. In [12], a device independent reference QA system was 
developed to analyze the print quality produced by any printing technology. Many device 
dependent reference QA systems [13-15] are designed for a specific printer or a specific 
ink type in the past. Most of them were laboratory systems used only in development and 
research studies or requires special hardware. Streckel et. al [16] proposed an objective 
print quality assessment system to measure density variations and print artifacts like 
mottle, granularity, streaks, banding, and satellites. A flatbed scanner and a high 
resolution digital video camera are used to capture hardcopies of a designed test pattern. 
This system is only limited to test patterns and used for comparing print fidelity between 
different printing machines and technologies.  
All the previously developed automated QA systems were designed to identify print 
artifacts and analyze print quality attributes such as dot quality, line quality, color 
registration, and density using only proprietary test patterns that were printed, captured 
and compared with the original.  Still a QAP intervention is required to capture and align 
the hardcopy with the original image. Printers have only limited color gamut i.e. only can 
reproduce limited colors due to toner or ink characteristics. An ideal automatic QA 
system should not only be able to automatically align any printed hardcopy to its original 
and evaluate the print quality, but also should be capable of identifying the defects in 
color inconsistent print samples due to limited printer gamut. By using an online scanner 
in the print engine, a large volume of prints can be evaluated with their corresponding 
originals in a real-time print job. This minimizes downtime, saves print supplies and 
ensures the printed documents are defect free to satisfy end-user requirements. Such an 
automated QA system increase the throughput in print shops, produce consistent results 
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in multiple branches of the production line, optimize service intervals, assist in 
calibrating individual printers and also will be invaluable in research and development.  
1.2 Contributions 
In this thesis, we propose an automated defect identification method to analyze and 
compare any printed output (digitized by an online scanner) to an electronic image 
irrespective of color inconsistency, orientation, and scale differences between them. An 
overview of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1: Overview of the proposed algorithm, showing the original electronic document 
(left) printed and digitized (right) using an online scanner and regions marked with 
identified defects on aligned hardcopy (bottom) using the proposed algorithm. 
 
The electronic original and the digitized printed output are pre-processed to convert 
both into a device independent color space and then de-screen the halftone. Both the 
images are then aligned with each other using a proposed hybrid image registration 
technique. Once the images have been aligned, a pseudo difference image was computed 





















Printer Online scanner 
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calculated. This provided a confidence level for each pixel in terms of whether or not it 
was defective. The outcome of the proposed algorithm can be utilized as input to the 
artifact classification algorithms as described in [17, 18], where defects are classified and 
corrective measures are suggested.  
This thesis addresses a class of defects that are group of pixels either lighter or darker 
from the background. The defects of interest include deletions, Debris Centered Deletion 
(DCD), debris missing DCD, and spots. Deletions (Figure 2a-2b), Debris Centered 
Deletion (DCD) (Figure 2c-2d), debris missing DCD (Figure 2e-2f) artifacts are in 
general result of a fault in the charging processes of EP engines. On the other hand spots 
(Figure 2g-2h) are artifacts caused by accidentally transferring other color toner particles 

















Figure 2: Defects of interest: (a)-(b) Deletion; (c)-(d) Debris Centered Deletion (DCD); 
(e)-(f) Debris-missing DCD; and (g)-(h) Spots. 
 
Other defects like bands and streaks are certainly of significant interest, but cannot be 
handled because of their subtle appearance. But, these defects can be identified if they 
have significant difference from the background. This work has shown to be capable of 
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analyzing printer outputs for a class of defects for electro-photographic (EP) printing 
irrespective of color inconsistency. In Figure 3, the original image (Figure 3a) and its 
printed samples (Figure 3b-3j) from different printers are shown. The color difference 
between each printer output and the original image can be noticed from Figure 3. This 
call attention to that a QA system should be completely independent of device and be 














Figure 3: Different printer’s output: (a) Original image; (b)-(j) Output of different 
printers. 





Figure 3: Different printer’s output: (a) Original image; (b)-(j) Output of different 
printers. 
 
The proposed defect identification system is demonstrated with 99 printed outputs of 
11 electronic originals from 9 different faulty EP engines. Since the printed hardcopies 
are digitized using an online scanner at the output end of the print engine, the digitized 
image can be 90, 180 and 270 degree rotated and also some local distortions like paper 






Figure 4: Distortions expected during scanning; (a) Paper waggling; (b) Paper skew. 
 
In this thesis, the digitized printed output resolution is assumed to be at the same 
resolution of the original image. This thesis contributes in advancement of QA systems in 
evaluating the printed samples in minimizing the downtime and human intervention, and 
increasing the speed and consistency of the results.  
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1.3Thesis Organization 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the pre-
processing of input images, outlines the image registration process and introduces the 
defect identification algorithm. Results are presented and discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Development 
 
 
2.1 Image Pre-processing 
Since, the objective of this work is to develop a device independent QA system, all 
the input images need to be converted to a device independent color space CIE L*a*b* 
from a device dependent color space and de-screened to remove the halftone artifacts.  
In the proposed algorithm, the first step is to convert both input images to device 
independent CIE L*a*b* color space. The CIE L*a*b* color space is designed to 
approximate human vision based on the Opponents-Colors Theory, which assumes that 
the receptors in the human eye perceive color as the following pairs of opposite: 1. Light-
dark (Luminance), 2. Red-green, and 3. Yellow-blue. Since, the objective of this thesis is 
to identify print defects irrespective of the color inconsistency between the original and 
digitized hardcopy, the luminance (L*) channel is only employed here after. The 
luminance component closely matches human perception of lightness. An example of 
input images and their corresponding luminance channels are shown in Figure 5. The 
image in Figure 5b represents a digitized printed output of the original image in Figure 
5a. Note the color and orientation difference between the original and digitized printed 
image. Hereafter, this thesis is explained with the intermediate results of these images. 









Figure 5: Input images converted into device independent color space; (a) Original 
electronic image; (b) Digitized printed output of (a); (c) L* channel of (a); (d) L* channel 
of (b). 
 
Halftoning is a quantization process that reduces the bit-depth of a digital image 
while trying to maintain its gray-scale appearance [19]. Scanned printed images tend to 
contain undesirable artifacts known as moiré patterns due to interference patterns formed 
by the halftone screens (or marking screens) used to produce appearance of a continuous 
tone image on the substrate during an electro photographic, ink-jet, or lithographic 
marking process when sampled by a digital scanning system. The moiré effect is visible 
in digitized printed image shown in Figure 5b.  Performing image processing procedures 
like scaling, rotating, aligning and comparing on these halftone images can yield 
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incorrect results. So, it is important to de-screen the halftone images before performing 
these image processing procedures.  
The spectrum of halftoning masks is largely high-pass in nature. Nevertheless, it 
differs significantly for various processes. It can be effectively removed by low-pass 
filtering, which tends to blur edges and destroy fine details in the original image which 
may conceal or obscure image defects. Many studies have developed de-screening 
procedures to retrieve continuous-tone images robustly. Dunn and Mathew [20] treated 
the halftone screens as texture capable of being extracted using a single circularly-
symmetric filter.  Sharma et. al [21] developed a process capable of determining the 
identity of the underlying marking process by analyzing the power spectrum of a digital 
image for the presence of significant energy at high spatial frequencies. Luo et. al [22] 
proposed an image de-screening technique using the wavelet transform to retrieve a 
continuous-tone image from a halftone image. 
A similar de-screening approach to Luo et. al [22] has been adopted in this paper 
to minimize the effect of the halftone screens on the defect identification process, as well 
as, down-sampling the image for faster computation while preserving most of the original 
image features.  To down-sample and de-screen the scanned printed images, a Cohen-
Daubechies-Feauveau 9/7 (CDF 9/7) wavelet transform is used in this work. This wavelet 
is an effective bi-orthogonal wavelet, used by the FBI for fingerprint compression and 
also in the JPEG2000 standard [23]. Kevin et. al [24] analyzed different wavelets for 
detecting and characterizing print artifacts like streaks, bands and graininess in 
hardcopies. This study shows CDF 9/7 wavelet transform has properties similar to the 
human visual system (HVS), which helps preserve artifact information in the image. 
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Using this CDF 9/7 wavelet transform, the scanned input images are de-screened to 
remove the halftone and moiré pattern artifacts. The decomposed input images are shown 
in Figure 6c-6d and the filtered noise is shown in Figure 6e. The advantage of de-








Figure 6: CDF 9/7 wavelet decomposition of input images, (a)Luminance channel of 
electronic original; (b)Luminance channel of digitized printed output; (c) CDF 9/7 wavelet 
decomposed image of (a); (d) CDF 9/7 wavelet decomposed image of (b); 
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(e) 
Figure 6: CDF 9/7 wavelet decomposition of input images; (e) LL, LH, HL and HH 
frequency information derived from the wavelet decomposition of (b) 
 
Figure 7 illustrates the proposed automatic image registration and defect 
identification algorithm that is employed after the input images are pre-processed.  The 
images are aligned with each other by a hybrid image registration technique (explained in 
Chapter 2.2) and then defects are identified (as explained in Chapter 2.3). 
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Figure 7: Flowchart of the proposed automatic defect identification algorithm. 
 
2.2 Proposed Image Registration 
Image registration is a process where two images are aligned with each other, 
using optimal transformation parameters. Many supervised and unsupervised registration 
methods have been proposed in the past (see [25] for a survey). In order to obtain high 
precision alignment, it is important to use a technique that produces accurate 
transformation parameters. Among various unsupervised image registration techniques 
normalized cross-correlation, Maximization of Mutual Information (MMI) and 
techniques using scale invariant features like the Harris [26] corner detector are very 
Initial affine parameters







log-polar registration module 
Transform the images using the 
affine parameters. 
Create contrast map using contrast 
comparison function.  
Calculate entropy of each 
pixel with its neighborhood 
Confidence map 
Digitized printed Image Original Image 
Mutual information module 
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popular. A scale invariant registration technique is completely dependent on spatial 
position of few significant pixels which can lead to incorrect transformation parameters. 
When the two images are from a different source, which is true in this case, the images 
can have different spatial features. Given that the digitized printed image is an output of 
both a printer and a scanner; the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the two devices 
can attenuate the high frequency information like sharp edges. This may lead to 
inaccurate point correspondence and transformation parameters yielding improper 
registration. Characteristics such as ink spread, and paper density, may also cause 
inaccurate point correspondence.  
Spatial dependent registration techniques which use only a few selected points are 
not appropriate for this application since the two input images are from different imaging 
technique or devices. Therefore, a multimodal registration technique which does not 
directly depend on spatial information is preferred. MMI is one of the best multimodal 
registration techniques that statistically depend on spatial information of the images. 
Results in [27] demonstrate MMI produces consistently sharper peaks of similarity 
measures at correct transformation values than correlation techniques do. Therefore, an 
image registration algorithm which involves maximizing Mutual Information (MI) using 
a stochastic gradient search strategy as discussed in [28] is incorporated in the 
registration process. This technique has shown capable of registering multimodal images 
successfully. Unfortunately, determining the transformation parameters alone using MMI 
is complicated and computationally exhaustive increasing exponentially with the number 
of transformation parameters [29]. The registration function is generally not a smooth 
function, but one containing many local maxima. Therefore, it is more effective when the 
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two images are misaligned by a marginal difference in affine parameters i.e. providing 
initial guess of coarse transformation parameters. The log-polar registration technique 
[30, 31] can only yield accurate transformation parameters if the both the images have 
same frequency structure, which is not true in this work. But, it can be utilized to provide 
an initial estimate of coarse transformation parameters to optimize MI for determining the 
fine transformation parameters. Therefore a hybrid registration algorithm was developed 
which consists of two modules: log-polar registration followed by a MMI registration 
algorithm. The printed target is thus scanned and registered to an electronic image using 
this hybrid registration algorithm.  
 
2.2.1 Log-polar Registration 
To bring the two input images into approximate alignment, the log-polar 
registration technique is employed. Translation, rotation and scale have their counterparts 
in the Fourier domain. Log-polar technique calculates the optimal transformation 
parameters using the frequency response of the input images. This technique is based on 
Fourier shift theorem, which was proposed for registration of translated images. By 
transforming the rectangular coordinates to log-polar coordinates, the registration of 
rotation and scale variance images can be achieved. The technique cannot be utilized 
alone for registering the input images in this work since it is effective only when the two 
images are rigidly misaligned, and should have same frequency structure, where either of 
the later conditions cannot true for the input images. In addition, the conversion between 
the two coordinate spaces requires some sort of interpolation, which might lead to a re-
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sampling error. But, it can register the two input images with marginal alignment 
difference.  
Let I1(m,n) and I2(m,n) represent, in this respect, the electronic image and test 
image which is a digitized print output, that differ by a displacement (x-trans, y-trans). 





transyνtransxuj −∗+−∗−= π                                         (1) 
The displacement is extracted by computing the cross-power spectrum (R) of the images 







=                                                      (2) 
where, F2(u,v)* is the conjugate of F2(u,v). The Fourier shift theorem guarantees that the 
phase of the cross-power spectrum is equivalent to the phase difference between the two 
images.  The inverse Fourier transform of R, results in a function that is zero everywhere 
except for a small neighborhood around a single maximum value. Rotation and scale 
transformations are calculated by transforming the rectangular coordinates to log-polar 
coordinates. The scaling and rotation of the images coincides with translation in the log-
polar coordinate space. The mapping of rectangular coordinates to log-polar coordinates 
is shown in Figure 8. The origin (mc, nc) should be at the center of the image matrix to 
ensure that maximum number of pixels are included. If the image consists of M x N 
matrix then the coordinates of the origin are: 
N  odd    for  M)/(N  ;   n)/(Mm






==                       (3) 
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The maximum radial distance (ρ) for conversion is limited to minimum radial distance 
i.e. min(mc,nc). 
 
Figure 8: Transformation of pixel values from rectangular to log-polar coordinates, 
(a) rectangular coordinates; (b) polar coordinates; (c) Log-polar coordinates. 
 
The pixel values in the log-polar coordinate space cannot be mapped one-to-one 
onto a rectangular coordinate space, so an average of the surrounding pixels needs to be 
calculated to interpolate onto a rectangular grid with RL rows and CL columns. The 
standard methods to do this include nearest neighbor, bi-linear and bi-cubic re-sampling. 
The input image pixels (m, n) are converted into log-polar coordinates (x,y) by 
computing: 
xi = round(log(ρ)  ∗ cos(Ø) + mc)                                           (4) 
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The pixels within an inscribed circle of shortest radius from the boundary to 
origin are considered while the ones that lie outside the circle are ignored. An example of 
an image transformed from rectangular coordinates to log-polar coordinates in spatial 
domain and mapped onto a 256x256 rectangular grid is demonstrated in Figure 9. The 
process of performing the log-polar registration in frequency domain is known as the 
Fourier-Mellin transform [32]. It can be observed in Figure 9 that when the image is 
rotated by 90 degrees in rectangular coordinates, it produces a circular shift along the Ø-
axis. Similarly, the scale variation can be calculated from the variation in )log(ρ -axis. 
The location of the maximum value (log(ρo), Øo) in the cross-power spectrum (R) 
(Equation 2) of log-polar images is used to calculate the angle and scale parameters as: 
(Scale, Angle)  = ( )(10log10 ρ , LCØ /360*)( )                                      (5) 
where, CL is the number of columns in the log-polar space. 
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Figure 9: Illustration of transformation from Cartesian coordinates to log-polar 
coordinates, (a) Image in Cartesian coordinates; (b) Image in (a) rotated 90 degrees; (c) 
log-polar image of (a); (d) log-polar image of (b). 
 
The block diagram in Figure 10 illustrates thoroughly the log-polar registration 
module in Figure 7. The Fourier transforms of the two input images I1(m,n) and I2(m,n)  
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cross-power spectrum ratio ‘R’ is calculated using the Equation (2). The location (log(ρo), 
Øo) of the maximum inverse Fourier transform of R is used to calculate the angle and 
scale parameters (Equation 5). Once, I2(m,n) has been transformed using the resulting 
scale and angle parameters, we calculate the horizontal and vertical displacement (x-
trans, y-trans) of the images in rectangular coordinates using the cross-power spectrum 
ratio ‘R’ using Equation 2 (second cross-power spectrum ratio ‘R’ in Figure 10). This 
technique yields coarse affine parameters (x-trans, y-trans, angle, scale) that serve as an 
effective initial estimate for the subsequent registration module.  
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Figure 10: Block diagram of log-polar registration module. 
 
 
2.2.2 Maximization of Mutual Information 
The Mutual Information (MI) between two variables measures the statistical 
dependence between them or the amount of information that one variable contains about 



























image, 2I  
Original image, 1I  
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other. As such, MI has emerged as a powerful metric for aligning images. Image 
registration using MI is completely independent on the spatial location of image pixels, 
but makes use of pixel’s intensity relation with each other in an image to calculate the 
transformation parameters. This technique optimizes the initial transformation parameters 
by maximizing the MI value. The calculated transformation parameters from the log-
polar registration technique are used as initial estimate to calculate the optimal 
transformation parameters.  
Viola et. al [33] and Maes et. al [34] proposed that maximizing the MI between 
two images is the same as finding the optimal transformation parameters to geometrically 
align them. Let x and y define two random variables. The MI, which is a measure of 













),(log),(),( 2                                        (6) 
where p(x) and p(y) are the marginal probability density functions (PDF), and p(x,y) is the 





























−=                                   (9) 
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where Q1 and Q2 represent the number of states for the variables x and y. Hence, the MI 
between the two random variables x and y can be expressed in terms of their entropies as: 
  0),()()(),( ≥−+= yxHyHxHyxMI                                           (10) 
The value of MI is zero if x and y are independent and increases monotonically as they 
become more dependent. In the context of image registration, the MI of two images is 
maximal when they are perfectly aligned.  The MI of two images I1 and I2 is calculated as 
follows: 
),()()(),( 212121 IIHIHIHIIMI −+=                                        (11) 
where H(I1), H(I2) are the entropy of images I1, I2 respectively and H(I1,I2) is their joint 
entropy. The marginal and joint entropies can be obtained by simple normalization of 
marginal and joint histograms of the two images [35]. 
The optimal transformation parameters are obtained by maximizing the MI value. To 
calculate the correct transformation parameters, a search algorithm is required to find the 
global maximum of the registration function i.e. MI. In past, many search algorithms 
have been proposed [36] such as hill climbing, Nelder-Medex simplex, gradient ascent 
and Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA) algorithm [37]. The 
study in Li et. al. [38, 39] shows that SPSA algorithm is efficient to the multimodality 
image registration with affine parameters and yields significant improvements on the 
optimal solution over other search algorithms in terms of accuracy and robustness.  
SPSA algorithm uses only two measurements of a loss function and a random 
perturbation to estimate the corresponding gradient. As such, it does not rely on explicit 
calculations or measurements of the gradient of the loss function. The flowchart in Figure 
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11 represents the complete process of transformation parameters optimization by 
maximizing MI value using SPSA algorithm. 
 
Figure 11: Flowchart of the optimization algorithm. 
 
 Let L be the objective or loss function to be maximized, in this case the MI. An 
initial estimate for the optimization technique is obtained from the output values of the 
log-polar registration module (see Figure 11). At any iteration k, the update law for the 
parameters is given by the steepest ascent estimate as: 
kkkk ga+=+ χχ 1                                                           (12) 
where the gradient vector ]).....()()[( 21 mkkkk gggg = for the m-dimensional parameter space 
is determined by: 
})(2/{)}()({)( ikkkkkkkk
i
k ccLcLg ΔΔ−−Δ+= χχ                         (13) 
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Compute mutual information (MI) 
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for i=1,2,….m. Each element in m-dimensional kΔ  is either +1 or -1, as generated by a 





aak        &      γ)1( +
=
k
cck                                         (14) 
The exponentsα, γ control the speed of convergence. The constants a, c, A, α and γ are 
optimized and fixed within a range of values suggested by Spall [37] using the following 
relationships: 
a, c > 0 
A ≥ 0 
0 < γ < α < 1                                                       (15) 
α - 2 γ > 0 
3 γ – a/2 ≥ 0 
Spall [37] proposed conditions on the two gain sequences ak and ck, such that they 
monotonically decrease to zero at a certain rate neither too slow nor too fast. The graphs 
with the optimizing values of transformation parameters while maximizing MI using 
SPSA algorithm is shown in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12: Optimization of transformation parameters using Simultaneous Perturbation 
Stochastic Approximation algorithm, (a) Maximizing MI value; (b) optimizing angle; (c) 
optimizing x-trans; (d) optimizing y-trans. 
 
After calculating the transformation parameters by the above hybrid image 
registration technique, the digitized print image is aligned with the electronic original as 
shown in Figure 13.  





Figure 13: Transformed image using calculated affine parameters, (a) Electronic 
original; (b) digitized printed output; (c) Transformed digitized printed output using the 
calculated transformation parameters. 
 
 
2.3 Proposed Defect Identification 
Once the digitized hardcopy has been registered using the hybrid registration 
algorithm, the spatial locations of defects are identified using a local contrast comparison 
metric. As shown in Figure 14, the identification of structural defects is by normal pixel-
to-pixel difference analysis is not possible. The approach proposed here provides an 
effective metric to compare the reference image and its corresponding digitized output, 
after they have been aligned with each other, for structural distortions independent of 
color inconsistency due to the printer’s limited gamut i.e. the range of its reproducible 
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colors. This is done in a localized sense yielding a spatially varying quality map of the 
image that clearly highlights the locations of defects. 
 
Figure 14: Pixel to pixel difference after registering the input images in Figure 5 
 
2.3.1 Contrast Comparison Function 
Contrast is defined as the ratio of the local intensity to the average image intensity. 
Here, the average intensity of a region in digitized image is compared with the average 
intensity of the same region in the original image. Since, the motivation of the work is to 
develop a device dependent QA system independent of color inconsistencies, the 
difference in local luminance is not considered. Rather, we compute local contrast to 
calculate the difference between the original and digitized printed image.  
If the local contrast of a digitized image is dissimilar to local contrast of the original 
image, then a structural difference is implied. The difference between the images is 
calculated based on their local contrast and is normalized to a scale between 0 and 1. The 
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mathematical expression used to compute the ratio of local contrast variations is defined 
as ‘Contrast Comparison Function (CCF)’.  The CCF is computed in a localized sense by 









212),( yxCCF                                                        (16) 
where, σ1, σ2are the local standard deviation of the pixels in a NxN neighborhood of (x, 
y). λ is a very small (<<1) non-negative constant included to avoid instability when σ12 + 
σ22 is very close to zero. The CCF value decreases from one to zero, as the local standard 
deviation of the regions in the two images become dissimilar i.e. any region having a 
CCF value of 1 indicates that pixel intensities in the digitized printed output are very 
similar as the pixel intensities of the original image and is opposite for a region with CCF 
value of 0.  Figure 15 depicts the CCF image calculated with 5x5 window size on the 
registered input images shown in Figure 5. Calculating the local entropy gives the 
confidence of a pixel being defective, depending on how much it varies in magnitude 
with respect to their neighborhood pixels. 





Figure 15: Contrast comparison function, (a) CCF image computed using a 3 x 3 
window; (b) Three dimensional view of CCF image (confidence map within the red 
dotted line in Figure 15a is only showed for better visualization). 
 
Pixels Pixels 
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2.3.2 Local Entropy 






xpxpXH )(log)()(                                                   (17) 
The local entropy is calculated for NxN neighborhood of each pixel in the CCF image. It 
value implies magnitude of the randomness of each pixel with respect to its neighboring 
pixels. The confidence map calculated using local entropy calculated from the CCF 
image in Figure 15 is illustrated in Figure 16. Pixels with greater than 50% confidence 
level i.e 0.5 on the confidence scale in the confidence map are employed to select the 
regions of interest. An example of print defects that are identified with the proposed 
automatic defect analysis algorithm is shown in Figure 16. The identified print defects are 
spots due to contamination of toner particles on the printed image. 
Using the neighborhood analysis in calculating the difference image compensates 
any small image registration errors. These mis-registration errors are mostly caused due 
to some local distortion like local skew or paper waggling while scanning. The defect 
highlighted with red color in Figure 16(a) which is spot contamination by yellow toner is 
unlikely to be noticed by quality assessment engineer has also been detected by the 
proposed algorithm. 
 






Figure 16: Confidence map of image used in Figure 5, (a) confidence map with the 
illustrated print defects; (b) perspective view of confidence map (confidence map within 
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The proposed algorithm was tested with 99 printed outputs of 11 electronic 
originals from 9 different faulty EP engines provided by Xerox Corporation. In each test 
set, we have a reference image which is free of defects and the corresponding hardcopies 
printed on 9 different printers. These images are scanned at same resolution as the 
electronic original (either 100dpi or 600dpi) in an uncompressed image format. Examples 
of an original input image and its digitized printed outputs from 9 different printers are 
shown in Figure 17.  Note the varying color inconsistencies, orientations and local 
distortions of the digitized printed outputs. 







Figure 17: Example set of test images used in this work, (a) Original electronic image; 
(b)-(j) digitized printed output. 







Figure 17: Example set of images used in this work, (a) Original electronic image; 
(b)-(j) digitized printed output. 







Figure 17: Example set of test images used in this work, (a) Original electronic image; 
(b)-(j) digitized printed output. 







Figure 17: Example set of images used in this work, (a) Original electronic image; 
(b)-(j) digitized printed output. 






Figure 17: Example set of images used in this work, (a) Original electronic image; 
(b)-(j) digitized printed output. 
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All these images shown are printed on faulty printers and the defects are truly 
occurred in the printing process. These printer defects are not common on every input 
image; they varied with the image content.  
The intermediate results of the algorithm on a representative image printed on 
printer 4 with most possible defects and huge color inconsistency are illustrated in Figure 
18. Note the significant differences between the original electronic image in Figure 18a 
and the printed output in Figure 18b in terms of orientation and color. Representative 
defects that were identified in the printed output in Figure 18b are magnified for 
clarification and shown in Figures 18f-18i. Figure 18c shows the transformed digitized 
printed output aligned with Figure 18a using the calculated transformation parameters. 
The contrast map calculated by CCF using the original image and transformed digitized 
printed output is shown in Figure 18d. The defect shown in Figure 18f is a high contrast 






















Figure 18: Results of the proposed algorithm, (a) Reference Image; (b) Digitized printer 
output; (c) Transformed image after registration; (d) Contrast map. 



























Figure 18: Results of the proposed algorithm, (f) Defect in (b) with orange box; (g) 
Defect in (b) with green box; (h) Defect in (b) with red box; (i) Defect in (b) with yellow 
box. 
 
Since the proposed algorithm uses neighborhood analysis to calculate the difference 
between the original image and digitized print output, the exact size of the defect is 
cannot be determined. The size of neighborhood window used for calculation of the 
contrast map and entropy is variable. Figure 19 shows confidence maps calculated using 






















Figure 19: Confidence maps with different window sizes of image in Figure 5; (a) Confidence 
map with 3x3 neighborhood window, (b) Confidence map with 5x5 neighborhood window. 
 





Figure 19: Confidence maps with different window sizes of image in Figure 5, (c) 
Confidence map with 7x7 neighborhood window. (d) Confidence map with 9x9 
neighborhood window. 
 
From the experimental analysis, the optimal window size for detecting the class of 
defects in interest is a 5 x 5 neighborhood (see Table1, 2 & 3). It can be noticed from 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 that using a 3 x 3 window size assigns high confidence for pixel regions 
that are small and have slight variations due to the halftone noise or dust on the scanner 
bed apart from defective regions.  






























Table 1: Regions with high confidence values with different window sizes for image set 
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Table 2: Regions with high confidence values with different window sizes for image set 
11 printed on printer 1 with 5 ground truth defects. 
 




























Table 3: Regions with high confidence values with different window sizes for image set 
4 printed on printer 1 with 7 ground truth defects. 
 
The regions with more than 50% confidence level are chosen as defective regions in 
the Tables 1, 2 and 3. The proposed algorithm geometrically registered the images shown 
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in Figure 18 and provided a corresponding confidence map for the output where the 
differences are clearly highlighted in “false” coloring (see Figure 18e). Similar results are 
also observed for all the images in the database, where all defects are clearly identified 
and labeled.  
Figure 20 shows the confidence maps for the images which are not halftone de-
screened. It can be noticed that without de-screening the halftone, the identification of 
defects using the proposed algorithm is unreliable. All the pixels with intensity variations 
caused due to moiré pattern are identified as defective pixels. 
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The proposed algorithm is able to align 94 out of 99 images from the database. 
The failure cases include image printed on printer 9 which is low on toner resulting a 
very lighter printed output. The algorithm has very good accuracy in detecting artifacts if 
it succeeds in aligning the digitized hardcopy with the original perfectly. The failure 
modes of image registration include images that have been printed with a “low toner” 
condition resulting in a low contrast scenario. Since the proposed work only performs 
global image registration, any defects within the local distorted region of the scanned 
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This thesis proposes an algorithm for an automatic quality assessment system 
capable of aligning any reference electronic originals with a corresponding printed and 
digitized hardcopy output to detect a class of structural defects that include deletions, 
Debris Centered Deletion (DCD), debris missing DCD, and spots. The proposed 
algorithm was demonstrated on a representative collection of images and printers that 
produced known defects of this type. It was shown to be very accurate in identifying 
defects in scanned printed outputs that included halftone masks independent of 
translations, rotations, scale/zoom changes, and color inconsistency representative of that 
which may commonly occur during electrostatic printing process.  It is conceivable that 
by using an online scanner, print quality can be monitored in real time with minimal 
human intervention. This can reduce the downtime, cost, and help ensure that the printed 
images are free of defects. Extreme and rare cases that contain significant image shear are 
not currently handled by this technique and stand beyond the scope of this work. Finally, 
an automatic defect identification technique is proposed which provides a confidence 
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Addendum: Future Work 
 
Future work involves an elastic image registration for better aligning images with 
local geometric transformations caused due to either irregular moment of the paper 
during scanning or paper shrinkage during fusing process. Automatic resolution 
conversion of the input images to same resolution and evaluation of the image 
registration accuracy will be incorporated. The robustness of the algorithm identifying the 
defects with increasing levels of noise will also be improved, which also increases the 
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